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REPORT OF THE LONG BRIDGE PARK ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

APRIL 2016 

 

 
A) BACKGROUND 
 
The planning and development of Long Bridge Park have advanced through several stages since 
Arlington County designated the site at the north end of Crystal City for future open space and public 
recreation two decades ago.  
 
• In 2001 the County acquired the North Tract, then an industrial brownfield, through a density 

transfer. The County Board created a citizens’ panel, the North Tract Task Force, to work with 
county staff and consultants to analyze the site and its constraints, determine the community’s most 
pressing recreation and open space needs, and recommend a park master plan. 

 
• Community meetings, surveys and needs assessments between 2001 and 2004 documented strong 

unmet demands in Arlington for aquatics facilities, large rectangular playing fields, and resources for 
passive and unprogrammed recreation, such as gardens and walking and biking trails. A 2005 study 
by the consulting firm of Brailsford and Dunleavy reviewed demand for both aquatics and fitness 
resources in the metropolitan area and confirmed a need for such a joint-use public recreational 
facility in Arlington. 

 
• In 2004 the Task Force recommended and the County Board adopted the North Tract Area Plan and 

park Master Plan. Both envision that the site, at a major gateway between Virginia and the nation’s 
capital, “will be transformed into a distinctive showplace of environmentally sound redevelopment, 
with a central expanse of attractive public green spaces and high-quality indoor and outdoor 
recreation facilities that are accessible to all Arlingtonians.” [For the full vision and goals, see 
Attachment 1.] Reflecting the community’s identified priorities, the Master Plan called for phased 
development of large playing fields, outdoor green spaces and walkways, and a major aquatics 
facility coupled with a multi-activity center for indoor recreation and fitness activities. 

 
• In November 2004 Arlington’s voters approved a bond referendum for up to $50 million for park 

development. 
 
• While park design was under way, the County began negotiating a land exchange to bring the 

former Twin Bridges Marriott property into the park. That agreement, finally concluded in 2011, 
expanded the park and provided a prominent site for the proposed aquatics and fitness facility at its 
north end. The Master Plan was updated accordingly in 2013. 

 
• Phase 1 of Long Bridge Park opened in November 2011 with three full-size, lighted rectangular 

synthetic-turf fields, a wide esplanade and other walkways, public art, rain gardens, parking, and an 
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overlook with panoramic views of monumental Washington. The park has been highly praised and 
heavily used.  

 
• The Master Plan calls for additional steps to realize the full recreational vision: 
 
 Phase 2 includes site remediation, an aquatics and fitness facility, extension of the esplanade, 

ten more acres of parkland with space for public gatherings, garden areas, public art, and 
parking. 

 
 Phase 3A, now under construction, provides play spaces for children of various ages along 6th 

Street South next to the fields.  
 
 Phase 3B, not yet included in the county’s 10-year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), would add a 

fourth full-size rectangular field, with a service structure, on a deck to be built over the existing 
surface parking lot. As described in the Master Plan, this phase would also include a pedestrian 
bridge over the railroad tracks to an observation platform overlooking the Roaches Run 
Wildfowl Refuge. 

 
 Phase 4, also not in the 10-year CIP, would construct the multi-activity center (MAC) as an 

addition to the aquatics facility and move the aquatics and recreation facility parking 
underground. 

 
 A pedestrian/bike bridge over the Mount Vernon Parkway, connecting the esplanade with the 

Mount Vernon Trail and a possible future walkway to D.C., is recommended whenever possible. 
 
• In November 2012 Arlington’s voters approved additional bond funding up to $42.5 million for 

Phase 2. When the project was put out for construction bids in 2013, bids for the outdoor elements 
and site remediation came in at the anticipated levels. However, the bids for constructing the 
aquatics facility far exceeded the estimated capital cost and available funds. According to staff, the 
largest bid overruns involved systems in the mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) group 
(HVAC, high efficiency heat recovery and solar heating systems for pool water, and lighting) and 
building components (roof, doors, windows, and finishes). The gap between expected costs and bid 
amounts for the MEP group was nearly twice as large as that for the building systems.  In June 2014 
the County Manager concluded that the funding gap could not be bridged using the approved 
facility design, and the project was placed on hold. 

 
 
B) THE CURRENT REVIEW 
 
In March 2015 the County Board directed the County Manager to re-examine the future of Phase 2 by 
seeking extensive community input and testing the assumptions of the planned aquatics and fitness 
facility’s design, program and operations. [For full directive, see Attachment 2] A month later the Board 
reconstituted the Long Bridge Park Advisory Committee (LBPAC) with an expanded membership and a 
broad mandate to promote civic engagement and work with staff to advance the adopted vision and 
evolving plans for the park. [For membership, see Attachment 3] 
 
It is important to note that while the Board’s directive to the Manager addressed Phase 2 in general, the 
specific work assignments for staff and the LBPAC focused on aspects of the aquatics and fitness facility 
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and related costs. The outdoor elements of Phase 2 -- the additional park acreage, esplanade extension 
and other features – are not considered controversial and have not raised cost issues. The LBPAC 
believes that those outdoor initiatives should go forward as planned. 
 
It is also important to recognize the budget parameters that have framed this review. The original Phase 
2, as approved by the voters in 2012 and put out for bids in 2013, had a capital budget of up to $79.2 
million. Of that, $59.3 million was allocated for the actual construction of the building and park, while 
the rest covered design, construction contingencies, permitting and other costs. The total still available 
for a new round of design and construction is $64 million, with $46 million of that allocated for building 
and park construction costs. [For budget figures, see Attachment 4] The challenge thus is to design a 
facility that costs substantially less and can be built without cost overruns. 
 
Accordingly, the LBPAC has focused its recent community outreach and discussions on the following 
points: 
 
• Reassess the community need and support for developing some kind of aquatics and fitness 

center at Long Bridge Park. Do the community needs for additional aquatics and fitness resources, 
so clearly documented in earlier surveys, still persist? Is there still public support for county 
investment in such a facility, in light of current fiscal concerns and other high-priority infrastructure 
needs? 

 
• Reprioritize the elements of a facility, and propose ways to reduce or modify its components in 

order to arrive at a design that fits within the capital budget approved by Arlington’s voters and 
available for Phase 2. How do diverse segments of the community value and prioritize the program 
elements in the 2012 design? Which features enjoy the most overall support? Which are 
Arlingtonians most willing to trim or eliminate in order to bring costs down? What construction 
management tools can be used to prevent/minimize cost overruns? 

 
• Examine issues related to facility operating costs, and evaluate the revenue generating potential 

and likely public subsidy of a proposed facility in comparison with those of other recreational 
facilities in Arlington and nearby. Can the business plan and operating costs of the facility be 
clarified? How do they compare with similar public aquatics centers? How is a facility’s operations 
likely to fit in the context of overall county policies regarding fees and cost recovery? 

 
• Assess the possible role of partnerships and sponsorships in supplementing county capital and/or 

operating costs of a joint aquatics and fitness facility and generally helping to realize elements of 
the planned Phase 2 and the vision in the Master Plan. What are the pluses and minuses of 
potential partnerships and sponsorships? What types of agreements and relationships with private 
entities, educational institutions or other governmental bodies would be acceptable? How should 
we evaluate potential impacts on many aspects of facility design and operations, such as additional 
features, community usage, signage, and revenue and costs? How can we balance community 
interests and the potential demands of a sponsor or partner to ensure that any deal benefits both? 

 
 
C) COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVES 
 
Since early summer the LBPAC, in collaboration with county staff, has sought community input in a 
number of ways: 
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• Information displays or tables at 16 county events and public venues gleaned input from at least 658 

people who provided comments about a potential aquatics and fitness facility and indicated their 
preferred features by voting with dots. A total of 171 people participated during six sessions at the 
County Fair and four farmers’ markets (Courthouse, Westover, Clarendon and Fairlington). Input 
was gained from about 500 people at six local aquatics venues (the three high-school pools and the 
Overlee, Donaldson Run, and Arlington Forest swim clubs).  

 
• An online survey about priorities for Phase 2 of Long Bridge Park drew responses from 1893 

Arlington residents and 87 non-residents. 
 
• Staff devised an innovative game using decks of specially-designed cards that showed components 

of the 2012 facility design and their relative costs and revenue potential. Each person was invited to 
build a facility within a set budget. A total of 126 participants provided input using this tool during 
seven meetings with civic associations and county advisory commissions. 

 
• Finally, the statistically valid survey of countywide recreation needs included questions about overall 

recreation interests and several questions specifically about Phase 2. This survey, conducted by ETC 
Institute as part of the Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP) update, garnered responses from 1470 
randomly selected Arlington residents. 

 
Key results of this community input are summarized under “Findings” below. [For detailed results, see 
Attachment 5.] 
 
 
D) INFORMATION REQUESTS 
 
The LBPAC requested and received very helpful information from county staff on a number of topics, 
including – 
 
• The county’s current cost recovery policies and models for recreation programs and facilities; 
 
• Actual costs, revenues, and net tax support at several county recreation facilities; 
 
• Current demand for county programs such as swimming lessons and other aquatics classes; and 
 
• Recent changes in county processes and options for designing and building major facilities. 
 
The LBPAC has also sought to learn more about similar public aquatics facilities, especially those nearby, 
including information about their fee structures, revenues and net tax support. This inquiry is ongoing, 
as are discussions about possible approaches to partnerships and sponsorships. 
 
 
E) FINDINGS 
 
Having reviewed the community input and other information summarized above, the LBPAC reports the 
following findings: 
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1) The need for more public aquatics facilities, clearly identified in 2002-04, continues to exist and 
may have grown. Recent renovations of the three high-school pools did add 8 lap lanes for a total of 26. 
Those pools are available for community use, classes and local swim clubs about 79% of the time on an 
annual basis, and less on school days. Demand for DPR’s instructional classes continues to outrun the 
supply. According to staff, in the last two fiscal years the number of aquatics class participants has 
grown 24%. Nearly 40% of those who try to register get waitlisted. Meanwhile, the growth of Arlington’s 
population has increased demand for aquatics programs and resources, especially for children and 
seniors that the school pools cannot provide.  
 
In the PSMP survey, a swimming pool was ranked as most needed among several types of indoor 
recreation facilities, with exercise and fitness equipment in second place. Fully 63% stated a household 
need for an indoor pool; of those, 42% said their need was not being met (17%) or only partially met 
(25%). The 63% result is an increase from 58% in a comparable survey in 2008. 
 
2) Community support for building an aquatics and fitness center at Long Bridge Park also continues to 
be strong. The project was endorsed by 62.2% of residents in the online survey, while 70% of 
respondents in the PSMP survey supported building some indoor recreation amenities there. Comments 
at public events and aquatics venues were largely positive. In the card exercise, when participants were 
given a theoretical $100 to spend on facility components, only 9% spent less than half that sum. 
 
This high level of positive responses comes with a caveat. In comments and conversations, a number of 
people emphasized support if a facility is focused first and foremost on responding to community needs, 
as opposed to broader regional markets or simply “elite” competitions. This sentiment, while seemingly 
widespread, is hard to articulate precisely. For instance, some may define a “community need” as easier 
access for everyday swimming, while others emphasize a need to add aquatics features and 
opportunities that don’t exist in Arlington now.  
 
3) Regarding the components of a facility, some clear messages emerged: 
 

a) The aquatics features that attracted the highest levels of community interest in most of the 
outreach efforts were a 50-meter pool and at least one additional body of water that could 
accommodate instruction, family fun, and recreational use by all ages. [For specific survey and 
other results, see Attachment 5.] 
 
b) In the second tier of support, priorities varied from group to group. Those contacted at local 
pools favored a 10-meter diving tower and a separate 25-yard teaching pool. In the PSMP 
survey and at non-aquatics events, a teaching pool and a warm-water therapy pool got more 
backing than a diving tower. 
 
c) Space for fitness and exercise equipment got significant backing. It was rated as second most 
important in the PSMP survey, with a 50-meter pool first and a leisure pool third. Those who 
played the “card game” also invested in ample fitness space, perhaps because they could see its 
value as a revenue generator. 
 
d) Advanced energy systems and energy conservation were generally rated almost as 
important as the central recreation features of a facility. That reflects Arlingtonians’ continuing 
interest in energy efficiency and sustainable design. 
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e) On the other hand, iconic or “premium” architecture was not considered a high priority or 
required element. The prevailing community sentiment appears to be that attractive 
architecture and good design are important, especially in this prominent location, and that 
these qualities can and should be achieved without noticeably increasing the capital or 
maintenance costs. 
  
f) The community gave low priority to other elements of the 2012 design such as space for 
exercise classes, meeting rooms, and additional spectator seats for the 50-meter pool. These 
could merit further consideration if they have potential to increase revenues or to support 
beneficial partnerships or sponsorships. 

 
4) Finally, the surveys and conversations with the community confirmed public enthusiasm for Long 
Bridge Park. More than one out of every four PSMP survey respondents, representing 26,500 Arlington 
households, had visited the park in the past 12 months for sports, exercise, strolling, or hobbies such as 
watching birds, trains or airplanes. According to DPR, scheduled play on the three fields has grown from 
a total of 4,903 hours in FY13 to 5,731 in FY15, an increase of 17%. In other words, each field is booked 
for play for an average of 5.2 hours per day, year-round.  Attendance at the county’s Fourth of July 
celebration has grown each year, to about 10,000 in 2015.  
 
In meetings and conversations, LBPAC members have heard both appreciation for Phase 1 and strong 
interest in the outdoor park components of Phase 2, notably the addition of ample landscaped space 
for non-sports activities such as weekend markets and community gatherings. There is also strong 
support for expanding Arlington’s trail networks by extending the esplanade and on-street bike trails 
with a direct pedestrian/bike connection to the Mount Vernon Trail and eventually to D.C.  
 
 
F) RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
In light of the community input and other analysis summarized above, the LBPAC offers the following 
recommendations to the County Board and County Manager: 
 
1) Proceed to the first stages of design of a Long Bridge Park aquatics and fitness facility that fits 
within existing funding constraints. Compared to the 2012 proposal, the new design must be pared 
down enough so that the previously authorized and still available capital funds will cover design and 
construction of the building without reducing the amounts available for environmental remediation, 
development of additional parklands, and the other outdoor elements of Phase 2. 
 
2) Design the facility with a strong community focus. The primary purpose of its components and 
programs should be to respond to demonstrated and unmet community recreation, health and fitness 
needs. As a new kind of community center for Arlington, it should be a welcoming place where 
Arlingtonians of all ages and abilities can learn to swim, exercise, compete in water sports, splash 
around, rehab and relax. Service elements such as public restrooms and parking should also have the 
capacity to accommodate park users except during major events. 
 
3) As core program elements, include a 50-meter pool; a multi-purpose pool for instruction, leisure 
and family use; and significant space for fitness equipment and activities. These features, the 
community’s top priorities, offer great recreational benefits combined with operational efficiencies: 
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a) A 50-meter pool, Arlington’s first, will provide a much-needed additional capacity for lap 
swimming and a local venue for aquatics competitions and water sports (including meets that 
the existing high school pools cannot host because of their limited size), and can be configured 
and programmed to host a great variety of users and activities. 
 
b) A multi-purpose pool, the second body of water in the redesigned facility, would combine 
the key features and program capabilities of a family recreational pool and a teaching pool. This 
would be a major change from the 2012 design, which included a 25-yard teaching pool and a 
separate leisure pool, as well as a small warm-water therapy pool. Consolidating the two larger 
pools will reduce the building’s size, cost, and operational complexities. There are many 
examples of attractive multi-purpose pools that combine wading areas for young children; 
sprays, slides and splash features for fun; gentle currents for water aerobics, and lanes for 
teaching and lap swimming. In addition to meeting community needs, these features generate 
significant revenue. 
 
c) Space for fitness and exercise equipment and activities is important from several 
perspectives. It expands the range of exercise options available under one roof, so that an 
individual can get more varied workouts and members of a family or group can enjoy different 
activities at the same time. It allows the county to offer more indoor fitness and exercise 
opportunities in zip code 22202 which is currently lacking in such public facilities. [See map, 
Attachment 6] This space is also a very sound investment, since it has relatively low 
maintenance costs and can generate considerable revenue to help offset overall operating costs 
and keep the facility economically accessible. 

 
4) Add a warm-water therapy pool and a 10-meter diving platform if they can be fitted within the 
existing capital budget or are prime features of a partnership or sponsorship agreement. Both of these 
features would attract additional users to the facility and respond to unmet community needs. Each has 
distinctive space requirements, capital and operating costs, and usage impacts that should be identified 
up front and addressed, if feasible, through innovative design and/or non-county funding. The Board 
could ask the new design team to consider configurations used elsewhere that include either or both of 
these elements, with the caveat that cost ceilings remain firm. 
  
5) Seek high-quality architecture and finishes at a reasonable cost. The facility’s prominent location, at 
the most heavily traveled gateway between Arlington and the nation’s capital, means that it – like Long 
Bridge Park as a whole – will be very visible expressions of Arlington’s civic values. The site deserves an 
attractive structure and the harmonious, high-quality public spaces called for in the Master Plan. 
However, in keeping with the overall scaling-down of the project, a revised design should be appealing 
and functional, without features or finishes that appear extravagant or unnecessarily inflate costs. 
 
6) Incorporate sustainable design and energy-efficient systems, planned concurrently, to help achieve 
Community Energy Plan goals and respond to community interest in environmentally sound initiatives. 
Given the cost problems of the original design, it is essential that a new design strike a better balance 
between aspirations and practicalities, with an overall emphasis on sustainability and high-efficiency 
building systems that can be installed by an experienced contractor within the available budget.  
 
7) Manage costs effectively at every stage of the project. Specifically: 
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a) Conduct thorough cost-benefit analyses of project options, including their program 
elements, architectural features and energy systems. This will enable the Board and staff to 
evaluate alternatives, and will help project managers understand costs, manage key variables, 
and minimize overruns at all phases of design, bidding and construction. For the purpose of 
these analyses, the Board could issue guidance that the basic elements of the outdoor aspects 
of Phase 2 should be considered as fixed, so that adjustments or re-balancing of costs and 
features would be made among elements of the building rather than between the building and 
the park. 
 
b) Use proven construction delivery methods other than design/bid/build to improve 
construction cost estimates, minimize bidding problems and increase efficiency. The LBPAC 
encourages the county to use procurement and construction management processes that were 
not available in 2013. 
 
c) Evaluate operating costs and net tax support for this facility using the same standards 
applied to other county recreational facilities. Similarly, user fees for the aquatics center’s 
features and programs should be aligned with existing Board-approved recreational fee 
structures and philosophies. 
 
d) Develop a clear business plan for the facility with community input on programming and fee 
structures.  

 
8) Explore partnership and sponsorship opportunities fully, and without further delays, so that the 
design, program and cost implications of any promising relationships can be assessed without holding up 
the overall redesign. In evaluating such opportunities, it will be critical to ensure that community 
interests are well served. It will also be important to provide ample time for community comment on 
any proposed agreement and for open discussion of any concerns, for example about design changes, 
signage, or use priorities for a private contributor to this public facility.  
 
9) Determine whether significant savings could be gained by decoupling the aquatics facility from the 
future multi-program activity center (MAC) which is planned for Phase 4 of Long Bridge Park but not 
included in the 10-year CIP. Designing the 2012 project to mesh with this proposed future addition 
increased the building’s complexities and cost. Eliminating this requirement could provide more 
flexibility in redesigning the aquatics and fitness center as a stand-alone structure in the park. 
Furthermore, the indoor sports and recreation needs to be served by a MAC might be met more 
economically, and sooner, at another location. The Board should direct staff to explore possibilities. 
 
10) Proceed with two other key elements of Long Bridge Park beyond Phase 2:  
 

a) Include in the next CIP funds for design and construction of the planned fourth field and 
associated service building over the center parking lot as called for in Phase 3B of the approved 
Master Plan. Decking over the parking lot is a way to “create land” as called for by the 
community facilities study and to respond to the ongoing need for more rectangular field space 
in Arlington without incurring a large land acquisition cost. The County should also seek a 
partnership, perhaps similar to the existing agreement with Marymount University that could 
reduce public capital costs and accelerate this improvement. 
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b) Actively pursue important trail extensions and connections. The PSMP survey confirmed 
Arlingtonians’ great interest in paved multi-use trails and hiking paths. Long Bridge Park already 
attracts many runners, walkers and cyclists who enjoy the esplanade and other paths and their 
panoramic views. Extending the esplanade to the aquatics and fitness facility is an essential part 
of Phase 2. The next step should be bridging the George Washington Memorial Parkway to 
connect the park with the Mount Vernon Trail and a possible future pedestrian crossing of the 
Potomac River as part of reconstruction of the railroad’s Long Bridge. This will open new 
avenues for users of both the esplanade and the more efficient bike lanes on Long Bridge Drive. 
The County should use all possible channels, including the 14th Street Bridge corridor studies and 
other discussions with the National Park Service, to try to move this project from conceptual 
interest toward actual design. 
 
The County should also begin to explore possibilities for access over the tracks to a Roaches Run 
viewing stand. This may be an even more complex, longer-term undertaking, but is worth 
pursuing.   

 
 
11) Finally, be sure that county communications about Phase 2 provide full, up-to-date information 
that can help move public perceptions and discussion beyond the obsolete images and inflated cost 
figures of the 2012 design which have often been inaccurately represented in the media. The redesign 
advocated here should be evaluated by the community and ultimately the Board on its own merits, in 
light of ample and accurate information about proposed features and program elements, capital and 
operating costs, likely user fees and fee policies, and any proposed partnerships or sponsorships.  
 
The LBPAC looks forward to continuing that community conversation and advancing a modified project 
that responds to recreational needs and respects current fiscal constraints. 
 

 





ATTACHMENT 1 

2004 (revised and adopted 2013) 

Long Bridge Park Master Plan for Park and Recreation Facilities 

Vision and Goals 





ATTACHMENT 2 

March 17, 2015 

Arlington County Board Direction to County Manager 



County Board Direction to the County Manager for Long Bridge Park Phase 2 
March 17, 2015  

(as taken from County Board Minutes) 

Purpose: Re-examine the future of Long Bridge Park – Phase 2 (Aquatics Facility, 10 acre park, 
Esplanade extension, and remediation). Staff should seek broad input to test the assumptions of the 

current program, design and operations, using a variety of civic engagement tools and recognizing our 
diverse community.  The Olympics recently made their decision (Boston). In March 2013, the board re-

affirmed the master plan for the park by unanimously adopting the revised plan. Further, there is voter 

approved bond funding in the current Board-adopted CIP allocated toward the project.  

Tasks:  
Reconstitute the Long Bridge Park Design Advisory Committee as the Long Bridge Park 

Advisory Committee (LBPAC): Broaden its role to support civic engagement efforts, evaluate the 
results, and help develop the final recommendations. Adjust membership to ensure broad stakeholder 

participation.  

Conduct Civic Engagement: Staff and the LBPAC shall develop a civic engagement plan that includes 

the local neighborhoods, relevant commissions (Parks and Recreation, Sports, E2C2, Fiscal Affairs, etc.), 
business community and user groups, and hold a combination of open meetings and/or focus groups to 

review the original assumptions and test/discuss their validity and possible revisions. These assumptions 

include architecture, energy efficiency, use program, capital cost, and operating cost/net tax support. 
Staff will also pursue a statistically valid county-wide survey.  

Explore Partnerships and Sponsorships: Staff shall actively explore partnerships and sponsorship 

opportunities for either the aquatics facility or the realization of the entire vision for the site. For example, 
this could allow the County to build an aquatics facility with a partner building out the envisioned multi-

activity center. Such partners could include professional sports organizations, academic institutions or 

private-sector sponsors.  

Develop a Recommendation: Staff, with input from the LBPAC, would recommend priorities for the 
key assumptions in delivering a project. Factors could be broken down into sub-categories, i.e. priority of 

aquatics uses. This discussion and recommendations would take place within the context of the available 

funds for the project and existing adopted elements of the comprehensive plan.  

Hold a County Board Work Session: After reviewing recommendations from the County Manager and 
LBPAC, he County Board would establish project parameters to serve as the basis for a re-design of 

Phase 2 of the project to conform to the existing capital funds available.  County Manager would 

recommend to the County Board a road map for how to achieve a fiscally viable and sustainable 
Phase 2 project.  

Timeline: 

Task Completion 

i. Charge/Reconstitute LBPAC March 
ii. Civic Engagement August 

iii. Evaluation/Recommendation January 

iv. Work Session January 



ATTACHMENT 3 

Long Bridge Park Advisory Committee Membership



Long Bridge Park Advisory Committee Members 

April 2016 

NAME REPRESENTS 
1 Ahl, Christer Crystal City CA 
2 Bolton, Suzanne At-Large 
3 Cassel, Eric W. Neighborhood At-

Large 
4 Clarke, Donald Arlington Ridge CA 
5 Dicke, Scott E2C2 

6 Johnson, Carrie Vice-Chair 
7 Lombard, Lola Public Art Com 

8 Mandle, Robert Crystal City Bid 

9 Ross, Doug Sports Com 
10 Ross, William Park and Rec Com 
11 Saks, Ted Aurora Highlands CA 
12 Scott, Alonzie P&R Com 
13 Shea, Michael Fiscal Affairs Ad Com 
14 Siegel, Jane Planning Com 
15 Smith, Toby Chair 
16 Taylor, Anthony At-Large 
17 Tyahla, Dave At-Large 
18 Yeatts, Todd Crystal City Business 

Interests 
19 Weinberg, 

Nancy 
At-Large 

20 TBD Disabilities Com 
21 TBD Transportation Com 



ATTACHMENT 4

2012 Phase 2 Budget Comparison to September 2015 Available Budget 



$64m total available in 2015* 

Budget Breakdown

$46m Actual construction of park and building

(includes some remediation in earthworks)

$0.3m Remediation 

$5.5m Design: A/E and environmental program

$0.9m FFE (fixtures, furniture & equipment)

$1m Technology

$1m Security, 3rd party testing, permits

$0.25m Public Art

$0.9m Project management

$4.6m Construction Contingency (10% hard costs)

$3.2m Design Contingency (5% total project budget) 

$64m Total

Budget Breakdown

$59.3m Actual construction of park and building

(includes some remediation in earthworks)

$0.3m Remediation

$8.6m Design: (A/E) and environmental program

$.9m FFE (furniture, fixture, & equipment)

$1m Technology

$1m Security, 3rd party testing, permits

$.25m Public Art

$.9m Project Management

$6.9m Construction Contingency 

(10% hard costs plus $1m in found savings) 

$79.2m Total

$79.2m CIP Project Budget* (pg. C-30)

Predicted Net Operating Cost as of January 2014: $3.25m 

Long Bridge Park – Estimated Capital Budgets

*These tables represent the budgets as presented to the LBPAC

and the County Board during 2015 and early 2016.  They do not 

reflect updated budgets pending County Manager 

recommendations or County Board direction.   



ATTACHMENT 5 

Results of 2015 Civic Engagement 

Attachment 5a: Game Results, Dot Exercises, Online Survey 

Attachment 5b: POPS Survey Results Related to Pools and Long Bridge Park 





Attachment 5a: Game Results, Dot Exercises, Online Survey 



Long Bridge Park Advisory Committee

November 30, 2015 Meeting

Public Feedback and Preliminary Analysis Presentation
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Four versions of public data collection:

• “Event” public engagement where participants are given 3 dots and asked to use their 3 votes on a variety of elements.
• LBP “Game” where participants are given $100 to build a facility out of a variety of elements and factor in potential revenue.

• On-Line survey.  Not statistically valid.

• Statistically valid survey as part of PSMP.  Results expected in January 2016.

Long Bridge Park Validation and Priority Public Engagement Results



Total number of Participants:

Game played at 7 meetings: 122 (4 thrown out due to being over budget)

Game participants that would not invest in a facility: 9 (out of 122)

Average cost spent by game participants that built a facility: $86.6 ($1 to $100)

How much did Game participants spend?

$0: 6 participants

$1 to $25: 1 participants

$26 to $50: 3 participant

$51 to $75: 11 participant

$76 to $100: 101 participants

$76 to $80: 3 participants

$80 to $90: 5 participants

$90 to $100: 93 participants

Game Results

Spent Dollars Percent of Total

$0 $1 to $25 $26 to $50 $51 to $75 $76 to $100



Revenue Potential Range:

0 to 11: 9 participants

11 to 24: 89 participants

25 plus: 24 participants

Average revenue potential created by game participants:  21 

Game Results

Potential Revenue Percent Total

0 to 11 11 to 24 25 plus
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*

Game Results
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GAME RESULTS

84 89 90 101
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6

GAME RESULTS
AGGREGATE LEISURE POOL AND H&F
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Game Results
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Event Results

16 Events: 658 participants (1,974 votes)
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County Fair Westover Farmers' Market Courthouse & Clarendon Markets

Fairlington Farmer's Market Overlee/Donaldson Run Overlee

Arlington Forest/Donaldson Run W-L Yorktown, Wakefield
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Event Results
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The outreach Events can be placed into two broad categories:

• General Events that were held where anybody could walk up and participate and were not held at an aquatics or fitness themed 

location or activity.

• Stakeholder Events that were held at an aquatics of fitness related location or activity, such as a neighborhood pool or high

school pool.  

Event Results Break-Out

50m Pool 25yd Teaching
Pool

Leisure Pool 10m Dive
Tower

Warm Water
Wellness Pool
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Health &
Fitness

Meeting
Room

Energy
Efficiency

Premium
Architecture

Do Not Spend

10.1% 10.7%
12.2%

5.4%

10.8%

1.1%

11.7%
10.4%

12.0%

6.1%

0.7%

18.8%

10.7%

19.3%

13.7%

8.6%

1.6%

10.4%

0.6%

10.9%

2.7%

2.7%

GAME VS EVENTS
PERCENT OF TOTAL

Game Events
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Analysis
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Leisure Pool Energy
Efficiency
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Warm Water
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Spectator
Seats

Do Not Spend

12.2% 12.0% 11.7%
10.8% 10.7% 10.4% 10.1%

6.1%
5.4%

1.1% 0.7%

19.1%

10.8% 10.3%
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10.7%
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18.7%
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1.6%
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Game and Event Preferences

Game Events

Top 4 Preferences Game Events

1. Leisure Pool Leisure Pool

2. Advanced Energy Systems 50 Meter Pool

3. Health & Fitness 10 Meter Dive Tower

4. Wellness Pool Advanced Energy Systems

5. 25yd Pool 25yd Pool

Top 5 Overlap: Leisure Pool, Energy Systems, 25yd Pool

Observations: Game vs Event Comparison
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When administering the game:

• 11 participants built a facility with two 25 yard teaching pools.

• 11 participants built a facility with two wellness pools.

• 12 participants built a facility with 2 leisure pool choices.

• Out of 84 Fifty Meter Pools and 89 Twenty-five Meter Pools:

• 52 participants picked both at the same time, which means:

• 32 participants picked a 50 Meter pool only

• 37 participants picked a 25 Yard pool only

Observations from Game and Event Administrators

Observations
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On-Line Survey

Do you believe the County should invest in an Aquatic, Health and Fitness Facility?

Amenity vote distribution (among those in favor of investing)

Non-Resident Resident Total %

No 7 715 722 36%

Yes 80 1186 1266 64%

Grand Total 87 1901 1988
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Results of Alexandria Survey





Attachment 5b: POPS Survey Results Related to Pools and Long Bridge Park 
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470% of Households Feel That It’s Important to Develop Amenities at an Indoor Aquatic,

Health, and Fitness Facility in Long Bridge Park 
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POPS Survey Results – Partnering with Alexandria



ATTACHMENT 6 

Map of Pool Facilities and Community Centers with Exercise Rooms 
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